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Abstract

Police officers are often mandated to respond to extremely stressful and potentially traumatic situations over the course of their careers (Andersen, Papazoglou, Koskelainen, & Nyman, 2015). Research has shown that occupational stress and trauma exposure has a negative impact on police officers’ health and wellness (Violanti et al., 2005). Police officers are expected to respond to critical incidents and resolve challenging situations effectively despite routine exposure to severe stress. Even though local and national governments invest a vast amount of money in police tactical training and equipment, resilience building has not been a major component of police training. This paper aims to open a dialogue about the importance of mental preparedness training as a means of enhancing police resilience in the line of duty. The authors discuss the pioneering work of scholars (e.g., Andersen et al., 2015; Arnetz et al., 2013) who developed research initiatives to facilitate mental preparedness among police officers. Clinical and police training applications of the aforementioned research work, as well as future directions of such outcomes are discussed.
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Challenges in Policing: The Unique Nature of Police Work

Police work is challenging in many ways. Police officers experience operational, as well as organizational stress while on duty (McCreary & Thompson, 2006). More specifically, organizational stress may arise from an unreasonable, authoritarian commander who lacks effective communication skills. Operational stress emerges from police officers’ exposure to multiple stressors and potentially traumatic incidents in the line of duty. Furthermore, the public maintains high expectations for police officers’ performance and functioning (Rosenbaum, Schuck, Costello, Hawkins, & Ring, 2005; Wilson & Jasinski, 2004). Public scrutiny adds to the routine stress and high demands of policing. Exposure to routine stress and trauma is chronic, cumulative, and complex, because it encompasses both direct and indirect exposures (Papazoglou, 2013).

New York Police Department uniformed police psychologist, Daniel Rudofossi, pointed out that police officers - over the course of their careers - may encounter a range from 10 to 900 or more events that would potentially be classified as traumatic or severely stressful (2009, p. 59). In addition, police officers’ roles are not just that of the “street fighter” per se (Manzella & Papazoglou, 2014). Officers are often expected to provide emotional support to victims of crimes (e.g., domestic violence, child abuse) because they are often the first caregiving professionals on scene.

Gilmartin (2002) described police work as a “biological rollercoaster,” meaning that officers often experience high physiological arousal in preparation for calls, during calls, and sometimes in the transition period between critical incidents. Continual physiological arousal makes it difficult to return to a calm physical baseline, both during the shift and in transition to home life (Gilmartin, 2002). Researchers have shown that anticipatory stress is a significant concern. Anderson and colleagues demonstrated both the anticipatory and active duty stress responses among 297 general patrol police officers in British Columbia, Canada (Anderson, Litzenberger, & Plecas, 2002). Andersen and colleagues provided clinical evidence of the elevated physiological arousal among officers, both in training exercises and during real-world shifts (see Figures 1 and 2). Although some research shows that police officers are generally more resilient than the average civilian, the cumulative adversities of police work often have a negative impact on police officers’ mental and physical health over the course of their career (Galatzer-Levy, Madan, Neylan, Henn-Haase, & Marmar, 2011).

The impact of extreme stress and trauma on police health

Exposure to highly stressful incidents and potentially traumatic situations can, over time, negatively impact an individual’s cognitive abilities, memory, mental and physical health, and overall well-being (Sapolsky, 2004). Research with military personnel has shown that U.S. veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars, diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) had significantly higher risk of developing cardiovascular diseases, musculoskeletal problems, and even cancer, compared to their peers who had not been diagnosed with PTSD (Andersen et al., 2010). Pioneering research by Violanti and colleagues (reviewed in the paragraphs below) has extended empirical work conducted with military populations to show that the police population also experiences the incapacitating effects of stress and trauma exposure on their mental and physical health.
Police officers' experiences

Police officers around the world acknowledge that their work is challenging. In a national survey study of police officers in the Finnish National Police, more than 40% of survey respondents reported that they faced critical incidents in more than 20% of their on-duty time (Andersen, Papazoglu, Koskelainen, & Nyman, 2015). In the same study, over half (i.e., 50% of participants) reported that their work was emotionally demanding and stressful. In the U.S., researchers contend that police officers experience more critical incidents compared to military personnel and emergency service workers (Liberman et al., 2002). The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) releases thorough annual statistics akin to – among others – police deaths and police injury incidents occurred in the line of duty. More specifically, the 2014 FBI statistics revealed that 51 law enforcement officers were feloniously killed in the line of duty across the U.S. (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2014). In addition, the number of police deaths in 2014 had increased by 89% compared to the previous year. Analogously, 9.3% of American police officers had been assaulted during 2013, and 29.2% from those assaulted also sustained injuries (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2013). In their study with police officers (n=103) from the State of New York, Violanti and Aron (1995) aimed to develop a hierarchy of stressors experienced by police. Their findings revealed that the five top-ranked stressors were: 1) killing someone in the line of duty, 2) fellow officer killed, 3) physical attack, 4) battered child, and 5) high speed chases (p. 290). Likewise, pioneering work by Violanti with police officers from the State of New York has shown that police work is often characterized by prolonged exposure to extreme stress and trauma and often has a negative impact on police officers’ mental and physical health (Violanti et al., 2006). More specifically, Violanti and colleagues’ (2006) longitudinal research demonstrated that police officers are at greater risk of being diagnosed with heart disease, diabetes, and cancer compared to other workers employed in local government agencies (Violanti et al., 2005; Violanti, Vena, & Petralia, 1998). Further, American police officers (compared to the general population) reported much higher rates of depression, PTSD, burnout, and other anxiety-related mental health conditions (Asmundson & Stapleton, 2008; Austin-Ketch et al., 2012).

The impact of stress on police performance

Police officers are expected to make life and death decisions (i.e., shoot or not to shoot) within moments (milliseconds in some cases), all the while considering the laws of the land, and the best possible outcome for the civilians’ and their own lives. Research findings demonstrated that stress experienced by police officers may have a negative effect on officers’ performance while on duty (Conrad & Kellar-Guenther, 2006; Norvell et al., 1998; Wright & Saylor, 1991). For example, extreme stress arousal during a critical incident can result in respiratory changes (e.g., hyperventilation, or holding one's breath) that impair the areas of the brain that direct fine motor skills, sensory perception, and visual and auditory acuity. The very skills needed by an officer to perform well during life-threat situations (Johnson, 2008, p. 121-125). Indeed, Covey and colleagues (2013) found that police officers with symptoms of stress-related anxiety were more likely to shoot inappropriately in simulated critical incidents. As officers’ performance suffers, organizations may notice increases in absenteeism, low job satisfaction, increased number of sick days, and early retirement or officers leaving policing (Conrad & Kellar-Guenther, 2006; Norvell et al., 1998; Wright & Saylor, 1991). The authors posit that if early resilience promotion intervention occurs within police organizations, the cumulative effect of
police-related stress and trauma may be prevented, at least to a large degree (Papazoglou, 2013; Papazoglou & Andersen, 2014).

The cumulative effects of police-related stress are not limited merely to the officers themselves. Police-related stress can negatively impact police organizations as well as local and national governments’ budgets. Indeed, the Federal Government of Canada spent more than $13.5 billion on policing in 2012, and this number has grown by $378 million since 2011 (Statistics Canada, 2013). It should be noted that the amount of money spent on policing worldwide has gradually grown over the years. Costs associated with police health and rehabilitation continues to rise as well, to the tune of $190 million in Canada alone (Statistics Canada, 2013). Analogously, the U.S. Federal Government spent over the last fiscal year (2014-2015) almost $173 billion for police and fire protection (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2014; Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014; Chantrill, 2015). Not surprisingly, a considerable portion of the above-mentioned policing expenses are directed towards police officers’ health, early retirement, and civilian lawsuits against the use of excessive force by the police. We believe that the rising costs of policing and the research evidence regarding the negative effects of police stress on health and performance indicate the need to invest in resilience programming. Proactive prevention strategies applied to maintain optimal mental and physical health among the police, are both timely and urgently needed.

Mental preparedness training among the police

The capacity of human beings to thrive in the face of adversity and to recover after exposure to extreme stress and trauma has been extensively studied in scientific literature (Bonanno, 2004). However, although police officers often receive excellent tactical training, operational preparation, and equipment to resolve critical incidents effectively, research on the mental preparedness and interventions to address the psychological stress of policing are sorely lacking. The lack of police mental preparedness programs have been noted by numerous scholars who are actively developing resilience promotion programs among police officers (e.g., Papazoglou & Andersen, 2014; Andersen et al., 2015; Arnetz et al., 2013; Arnetz et al., 2009). Such programs need to be evidence-based and customized to police officers’ needs and duties.

The fundamental component of resilience promotion training among the police is mental preparedness. By the term mental preparedness we refer to: 1) psycho-education about the psychological and physiological aspects of extreme stress and potential trauma, 2) practice-focused techniques that allow officers to apply these techniques in their critical incident training and the real world, and sufficient opportunities to practice the resilience techniques in order that they become automatic physical and mental responses to the stress of real life policing (Andersen et al., 2015). Mental preparedness is a vital component of the following integral parts of police work: a) decision-making, b) situational awareness, and c) efficient energy management. Mental preparedness allows officers to maintain clarity of thinking and efficient information processing in order to make accurate decisions while on duty. Situational awareness is closely related to decision-making. In fact, it is the ability to use one’s sensory perception (e.g., vision, hearing, touch, etc.) to assess the critical incident situation and engage in information processing that distinguishes threat from non-threat cues. In tandem with situational awareness is the ability to prioritize the order in which the threats, as recognized by situational awareness, need to be mitigated. Mental preparedness provides officers with the tools to remain in a moderate zone of arousal, which includes enhanced sensory perception and cognitive abilities to respond to the situation optimally. In addition, efficient energy management is important in police work.
Police officers respond to many different incidents over their shift and expend a great amount of energy in order to complete their duties successfully. Both physical and mental stressors deplete energy levels. Without adequate mental preparation, continual energy depletion leads officers to feel overwhelmed and exhausted at the end of their shift, with serious negative consequences on transition to home life and communication with their family. Mental preparedness training should not be limited to operational police officers; it can also be applied to anyone employed in a highly stressful position in police or other ‘first responders’ organizations. For example, officers serving in high stress task forces (e.g., child sexual abuse unit officers, homicide detectives and administrative position officers) who experience either organizational or secondary stress and trauma can benefit from mental preparedness training.

In order for a mental preparedness training to be effective, the following conditions must be considered: i) techniques need to be brief, since police officers are generally responsible for many different tasks (e.g., administrative work, equipment preparation, responding to critical incidents), therefore, they do not usually have enough time to apply long-term (or other time-consuming) techniques. ii) techniques should first be learned in a non-stressful environment, iii) after the techniques are mastered, they should be applied right before and right after an exposure to a critical incident. The application of mental preparedness techniques must be applied within these time intervals (e.g., right before and right after exposure to an incident) in order to prepare, mentally and physically, for a critical incident and recover from the stress encountered during the incident. Quick recovery prevents energy depletion and facilitates officers’ preparation (mentally and physically) for the next call.

Evidence-based resilience promotion techniques

The authors recommend that an organization invest in resilience promotion training programs that consist of empirically tested, evidence-based mental preparedness techniques. Currently, the scientific literature regarding resilience promotion training among police is fairly limited. We conducted a comprehensive literature review and discovered only a handful of research studies aimed at promoting resilience training among the police. McCratty and Atkinson (2012) recruited police officers from California (n=64) and applied a breathing technique as a way to help police officers regulate their physiological stress response, including cardiovascular, respiratory, and stress hormones. At the end of the study they found that the police officers that received their resilience-promotion training achieved better job performance (e.g., judgment and decision-making) in comparison with the group that did not receive resilience promotion training (McCraty & Atkinson, 2012). In addition, mindfulness training has been identified as an effective way to reduce officers’ trauma-related symptoms and improve overall resilience (Chopko & Schwartz, 2013). Christopher and colleagues (2015) developed and applied mindfulness-based resilience training to police officers (n=62) from a U.S. Pacific Northwestern state. Their findings showed that police officers that participated in the mindfulness-based training reported improvement in quality of sleep, anger management, perceived stress, fatigue, and a reduction in feelings of burnout. Likewise, other research study findings with police cadets (n=88) from a U.S. Northeastern state revealed that mental skills training – comprised of controlled breathing, mental performance imagery, and attentional focus exercises – improved memory recall in the same manner as did intense live action training scenarios (Page, Asken, Zwemer, & Guido, 2015). In the same study, police cadets who reported low levels of stress had better memory recall of the training scenarios compared to those who reported high levels of...
stress. The aforementioned research findings highlight the crucial role of psychological resilience training in reducing stress and improving performance among police officers.

In another study, Arnetz and colleagues (Arnetz et al., 2013; Arnetz et al., 2009) tested the resilience promotion effectiveness of another technique; that is, a relaxation exercise combined with mental skill rehearsal techniques. Participants in these studies were Swedish police recruits. In a classroom environment, participants listened to the description of critical incident scenarios ranked (by experienced police trainers) as the most threatening incidents (e.g., robbery and domestic violence). Simultaneously, while listening to the threatening scenario description, participants were instructed to apply relaxation techniques and visualize themselves in the critical incident environment trying to resolve the situation effectively. In both studies (Arnetz et al., 2013; Arnetz et al., 2009) researchers found that the experimental group, which received the resilience promotion training, reported significant improvement in job performance (e.g., situational awareness) compared to the control group. In addition, the experimental group showed better improvement in health outcomes (e.g., sleep patterns and energy repletion) compared to the control group. Similarly, Andersen and colleagues (2015) applied the resilience promotion techniques of Arnetz and colleagues (2013, 2009) to a platoon of Regional Special Response Team members in Finland (a.k.a. “VATI”). The techniques were applied during the scheduled training of the VATI team organized at the Police University College of Finland. The researchers found that the VATI officers significantly improved their physiological reactions (e.g., heart rate reactivity) to critical incident exposure throughout the five training days. Furthermore, survey participants reported significant improvement in job performance and were willing to encourage peers from other platoons to learn and apply the resilience techniques provided by Andersen and colleagues (2015).

Recent research by Andersen and colleagues (2015) built on the aforementioned resilience promotion research, thus advancing this area of resilience training. These researchers trained a team of officers from the Special Intervention Unit of the National Police of Finland (a.k.a. “KARHU”). Participants were actively instructed to apply psychological techniques aimed at promoting personal resilience as well as job performance. Techniques included: controlled breathing to enhance physiological control, visual/auditory imagery, and perception/attention enhancement through slow-motion tactical training. Police officers learned to effectively incorporate these resilience techniques before, during, and after exposure to critical incidents. The critical incidents applied in this study (Andersen et al., 2015) were developed by experienced Police Special Forces trainers so as to be the most threatening incidents (e.g., active shooter and domestic violence) for the Police Special Forces units. The researchers (Andersen et al., 2015) found that the experimental group had better stress-related psychophysiological outcomes (e.g., stress-hormone cortisol levels, heart rate reactivity and recovery time) compared to the control group. Impartial trainers, expert Special Forces police trainers, were recruited to rate the participants during the critical incident scenarios. Trainers rated overall performance, situational awareness, and decision making of the participants. The trainers’ ratings revealed that officers who participated in the resilience training performed significantly better when compared to those who did not participate in the resilience promotion training. To our knowledge, Andersen and colleagues' (2015) study was the first resilience promotion training applied among Police Special Forces. The results of the research study provided scientific evidence that resilience promotion training should be incorporated into police units’ training around the world.
Discussion, Conclusion, Future Research

Police organizations in democratic societies (e.g., Europe, Canada, and the U.S.) spend billions of dollars on policing. Many police organizations provide high quality training and highly technological equipment in order to help police officers maintain peace and order in their communities. However, given that police officers are routinely tasked face life threatening, dangerous incidents, it is imperative to provide them with tools to promote resilience and maintain personal wellbeing. We recommend that police officials establish collaborations with researchers in the academic world in order to facilitate the integration of resilience techniques into police training and evaluate the efficacy of such programs. It is imperative that scientific research “serves those who serve” our communities; that is, research provides police officers with the necessary techniques so that they manage stress and promote resilience effectively.

Progress in applying resilience training among police officers and first responders is expected in the years to come. For instance, other police units may also utilize the research studies described above (e.g., Andersen et al., 2015), (e.g., new recruits, detectives, patrol officers, etc.). The aim of this article is to raise awareness of the benefits of resilience training to police professionals, police researchers, and policy makers. Unfortunately, if police stress is not addressed, research indicates that the impact of trauma exposure on police officers may result in irreversible mental and physical health problems. That is, treatment after the exposure to trauma may not be enough for officers to maintain optimal functioning in the line of duty. Therefore, it is believed that prevention programs must be offered to police officers in addition to post-trauma interventions. We encourage police professionals, researchers, and policy makers to be proactive to critical incident stress by investing in empirically tested, evidence based mental preparedness programs for their officers.
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Description of Activities:

1. Briefing for search warrant
2. Officer was en route to address – you engaged in a breathing exercise on your way there
3. Officer arrived at the address, he took the elevator up to the 39th floor while holding up your rifle
4. Breached door and entered apartment (dynamic entry), he cleared all rooms
5. Entered bedroom, located a male and female on the bed/ he instructed them to lay facedown and scoot by while they were cuffed
6. Returned to truck, started breathing exercises
7. Second briefing in truck, breathing exercises
8. Officer arrived at 2nd scene
9. Officer climbed the stairs to the 9th floor, holding up his rifle
10. Door breached, entered apartment – officer saw a female and child in the living room and located a sleeping child in the bedroom
11. Officer returned to the truck and engaged breathing exercises
12. Tactical briefing – search warrant
13. Officer engaged breathing exercises on the way to the new address
14. Officer arrived to the new scene – townhouse, holding up his rifle + Door breached – two females located on the main floor, you instructed them to sit on the couch in the living room. Upstairs, he located 2 males in a bunk bed and instructed them to lay facedown – standby until cuffed
15. Officer was relieved by detectives and returned to station
16. Reports, notes and debrief at the station

Figure 1: A Police Special Forces Officer’s Physiological Reaction in a Regular, Real-World Shift (04.30-14.00)
Description of Activities
1-3: Team makes operational plan – Members discuss roles
4: Leader gives breathing instructions to the team – Leader starts countdown
5: Team gets into the bus
6-7: Officer puts a gear/stopper in the bus door to keep it open
7: Incident ends
7-9: Feedback by instructors
9-10: Incident preparation
10: Leader asks the team to do breathing exercise
11-12: Team gets into the bus – You cuff a criminal who is swearing
13-14: Incident ends – Feedback by instructors
14-16: Preparation for the next scenario
16-17: Team gets into the bus
18: Officer is on a ladder holding your weapon
19: Incident ends
19-20: Feedback by instructors
21: Team makes operational plans – Members discuss roles - Team members pull weapons and they do breathing
22: Team gets into the bus – Team members arrest the criminal – You help a screaming passenger
23: Officer pulls a criminal who is screaming out of the bus and he cuffs him on the ground
24: Incident ends
25-26: Feedback by instructors
28-30: Coffee break

Calories: 953
Time: 16:53
Blood Pressure:
Systolic: 120
Diastolic: 75
Pulse: 83

Figure 2: A Police Special Forces Officer’s Physiological Reaction in a Regular Training Day (13.00-14.30)
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